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The Euclid science data centers (SDC) provide the infrastructure for the processing of data not only from the space probe itself but also for the processing
and homogenization of external datasets such as the Dark Energy Survey
(DES) and the Kilo-Degree Survey. Further, they are responsible for the integration of the pipeline algorithms that are provided by the organizational units
(OU) into the Euclid system and to interface them with the central orchestration and data archive. Specifically at SDC-DE, we integrate the processing
pipeline for the data from the Dark Energy Survey, assist the implementation
of the MER processing function that joins the photometric datasets from all
instruments, are leading the definition of the strategy, selection and adaption
of tools for common testing and validation, and are implementing a central
monitoring and control system for the ground segment. Crucial for the computation of photometric redshifts, the DES dataset will be fully reprocessed
within Euclid, following the requirements and standards for the Euclid data
products. Currently we participate the ongoing Scientific Challenge 3 (SC3)
which tests the processing functions, central processing orchestration, and the
archive system across all SDCs using simulated data. The DES and MER processing functions participate such a project wide challenge for the first time.
We will give an overview over the ongoing activities around the integration
and development of pipelines, the testing and the hardware, specifically in the
context of the SC3.

